Birthday Cards
Seven of Diamonds:
Holy Virtues
Characteristics: Money is always connected
to their suit. They will experience continuing
problems in this area, so they must maintain a
detached attitude about finances because they
are spiritual in nature. Either they have as
much as they want and never worry, or worry
about it all the time because they do not have
enough. Nevertheless, through this area many
of their lessons in life come. We call the Seven
of Diamonds Semi-Fixed and this is one of the
unique cards that has this quality. Such folks
fall into a different category and possess a
particular mark on their lives because they are
part of a special family of seven distinctly
different cards. They are also extremely
creative and some are destined to become
super-rich by accessing the higher side of this
spiritual-finance card. But most are quite
stubborn. Their close relationships such as
family, lovers and even friends are all very
meaningful to the Seven of Diamonds person.
They are close with family and share in their trials tribulations for good or bad. They
love nature and are spiritual. That often entails making sacrifices for people close to
them and that includes their spouses. For their parents or other family, there is little
they would not do. Their success stems from dealing with life in ways other than
traditional or materialistic, so they are highly spiritual. The successful ones live in the
faith that all their needs will be met. Frequent changes in, for example, occupation or
location show they are mostly restless. In their spiritual quest they find satisfaction
internally and validation for their own intuitive nature. Having begun a spiritual path,
everything in their life is put into the right perspective and they can do well in any
chosen field. Unfortunately they are usually confronted with sacrifice and
disappointment prior to learning to let others go in romance.
Relationships: For them, ideals such as this are tested every step along the way.
They will learn important lessons from the fact that they are stubborn and
independent. In life they attract strong relationships. Problems in relationships center
around letting go of personal attachments and developing a renewed spiritual
approach to love for such a spiritual card like the Seven of Diamond. They are willing
to sacrifice for those they love and by nature these individuals are very loving people.
They will be challenged to raise their level of love to a spiritual plane and have to have

at least one karmic love involvement. Similar to other cards, regarding love and
relationships, they maintain high ideals.
Personality Connections: Most men who are Hearts attract Seven of Diamond
females. There is often marriage. Women Seven of Diamond are a challenge for Club
males. In addition, A Spade woman attracts the male Seven of Diamonds and they
usually have many Club women as friends and co-workers.
Confrontations: There seems to be a rapport with the special Family of Seven cards,
while the rest of us just stare and wonder what is happening. They are responsible
about keeping their word and work hard. They are all a bit strong-willed and inflexible.
It is next to impossible to get them to change course because they are stuck in their
ways. These individuals are quite different than most people, but it is difficult to
describe just how they are different. Getting to know one is the only way that a person
can understand them. While there are many, they include George Carlin, Andy
Warhol, Geena Davis and Frederico Fellini. The beat of a different drummer is what
these people seem to march to. The person on the street of our society and culture
does not have the viewpoints and ideas about life that they do. There is no match in
their priorities. For some reason, they are cut from a different cloth like all the Fixed
and Semi-Fixed Cards seem to be. Being unlike the other 45 cards in the deck is
something all of them seem to share. Gravitating toward each other often results.
Seven of Diamonds or Jack of Diamonds have friends or relatives who are Eights.

